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Supplemental Material

Seismicity in the Delaware basin is suggested to be associated with oilfield operations. To
better characterize the seismogenic structures revealed by the induced seismicity, in this
study we determined source mechanisms for the Delaware basin of Texas and leveraged
the obtained source mechanisms to perform stress inversion for evaluating the region’s
stress state. Based on the seismogenic patterns and seismicity distribution, we identified
seven distinctive seismogenic zones. Within each zone, earthquakes form several parallel-
trending linear clusters. Most notably, there is an observable change in the seismicity
trend on either side of the basin-bisecting Grisham fault zone. In addition, the extent of
hypocentral depths vary drastically across the fault zone, with events located below the
basin–basement interface north of the fault zone and more shallowly to the south. We
also see spatial variations of source mechanism patterns and the direction of the maxi-
mum horizontal stress across the Delaware basin. A vast majority of seismic moment
release can be attributed to the basement-rooted tectonic faults in the Culberson–
Mentone seismogenic zone. A statistic deficit present in the magnitude–frequency distri-
bution suggests that earthquakes withMw 3.8–4.7 are needed to fulfill this scaling law. It
indicates a strong possibility for future occurrence of earthquakes within this magnitude
range.

Introduction
Located in areas across West Texas and southeastern New
Mexico, the Delaware basin is well known for its long history
of producing vast volumes of hydrocarbons (e.g., shale gas
and oil). Significant seismicity in the Delaware basin can be
traced back to early 2009 (Frohlich et al., 2020; Skoumal and
Trugman, 2021). The recently established Texas Seismological
Network (known as TexNet; Savvaidis et al., 2019) has decreased
the magnitude of completeness (Mc) and improved our knowl-
edge about seismicity in the area. Earthquakes in West Texas are
often distributed in spatiotemporally isolated clusters, and the
previous studies have provided causative evidence that link
hydraulic fracturing (HF) or saltwater disposal (SWD) activities
to recent seismicity (Savvaidis et al., 2020; Skoumal et al., 2020;
Tung et al., 2020). Changes in pore pressure from the vast vol-
umes of fluids injected through HF and SWD are interpreted to
perturb the local stress state around preexisting faults, triggering
reactivation (Hennings et al., 2021). Based on well-based frame-
work mapping, 3D seismic data, and prior publications, Horne
et al. (2021) provided a new map of basement-rooted (BR) fault
traces for the Delaware basin and Central Basin Platform. Using

similar methods, Horne et al. (2022) provided an updated
regional interpretation of shallow normal (SN) faults, which
are interpreted to be vertically decoupled from the BR set.
These extensional features are mapped across the central
Delaware basin where a vast majority of the induced earthquakes
have occurred and are less extensively mapped north of the
Grisham fault zone (GFZ) where recent earthquakes are more
spatially aligned with BR faults (Fig. 1a).

At the same time, numerous studies have aimed to define the
stress state of the Permian Basin. Lund Snee and Zoback (2018,
2020) had compiled borehole logging data to map the maximum
horizontal shear stress (SHmax) and faulting regime parameters
(Aϕ) across the Permian basin, which have improved our under-
standing of the stress state of the Delaware basin. However, these
works greatly relied on data of borehole loggings, active seismic,
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and other datasets that have spatial limitations. For example, the
stress state is not clear for the depths below the basin–basement
interface because of limited number of deep well penetrations. As
these earthquakes often occur in preexisting fault systems, the
induced seismicity has thus enabled us to uncover unmapped
deep seismogenic structures. In addition, earthquake source
mechanisms can shed a light on their rupture dynamics. As
earthquake sequences developed, it has become clear that under-
standing the seismogenic system of the basin is of great impor-
tance. Until recently, the identification, lateral extent, and role of
faults in recent seismicity within the basin was not clear.
Nevertheless, the distribution of induced seismicity in the
Delaware basin have revealed the presence and depth extent
of these previously unknown seismogenic structures. In this
article, we aim to investigate the seismogenic pattern of the
Delaware basin (Fig. 1). Our approach is to apply these findings
to better understand the interaction of fault architecture and seis-
micity within the basin. To accomplish our goals, we have per-
formed regional waveform moment tensor inversion (referred to
as rCMT) to determine earthquake source mechanisms, and
applied the obtained source mechanisms to perform regional

stress inversion and further determine the orientation of
SHmax. We combined these results to present the characteristics
of seismogenic structures for the Delaware basin of Texas.

Figure 1. Tectonic map and seismicity distribution of the Delaware
basin of West Texas. (a) Structure contour map of the faulted
Precambrian basement. Macroscale structures and interpreted
fault zone kinematic indicators are shown and modified after
Horne et al. (2021). Interpreted shallow normal faults mapped
from Horne et al. (2022) are also indicated. See insets for the
notations. A red star locates the Mw 4.7 Mentone earthquake,
which is by far the largest seismic event ever recorded in Texas by
TexNet. (b) Earthquake distribution in the depth range above the
basin–basement interface, where the contour lines represent the
topography of the interface (Ewing, 1991). The inset shows the
statistics of focal depths (inset 1) and their vertical distance to the
basin–basement interface (inset 2). The purple dots mark the
trace of the Grisham fault zone (GFZ), which is the most sig-
nificant tectonic feature in our study area. (c) Statistics of
hypocentral uncertainty for the relocated earthquakes in our
study area. (d) Same convention as that in (b) for earthquakes in
the depth range below the basin–basement interface. The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Fault Structures and Seismicity of the
Delaware Basin
Figure 1 illustrates the simplified, regional fault systems as inter-
preted by Horne et al. (2021, 2022) and the relocated earth-
quakes hypocenters (January 2017–May 2022; TexNet High
Resolution Catalog, 2022) for our study area. Specifically, two
prominent geological features are present: the basin–basement
interface and the GFZ. The basin–basement interface separates
the Precambrian age crystalline rocks and the overlying sedimen-
tary layers. Although its depth varies across the basin, it reaches
the deepest in the southeastern Delaware basin at 8 km depth
below mean sea level (MSL) (Ewing, 1991; Fig. 1). The GFZ is
an east–west-trending fault zone composed of many parallel-
trending high-angle segments that accommodated reverse dip-
slip and minor left-lateral strike-slip motion (Horne et al., 2021).

Faults: The present-day architecture of the region is a prod-
uct of the combined impacts of multiple extensional and con-
tractional tectonic episodes. These events have constituted a
complex fault network composed of both contractile, reverse,
as well as normal fault systems. Based on their depth extent,
faults in the Delaware basin are separated into two groups of
BR faults and SN faults. (1) BR faults are well-developed con-
tractile structures, which formed with and compartmentalized
the basin during the Mississippian through Permian age
Ancestral Rocky Mountain and Ouachita–Marathon oroge-
nies. The BR faults are expressed along north-northwest–
south-southeast-striking faults and generally east–west-strik-
ing faults zones, in which north-northwest–south-southeast-
striking faults were compartmentalized by east–west-striking
faults. This compartmentalization is observed most notably
by the GFZ, which bisects the Delaware basin. (2) SN faults are
widely observed and mapped across the central Delaware
basin. These faults are vertically decoupled from the BR faults
and are a product of more recent processes including regional
exhumation and potentially anthropogenic influences. These
features are clearly observed using 3D seismic reflection data-
sets (Charzynski et al., 2019; Cook et al., 2019; Hennings et al.,
2021), where they are shown to impact only the Cretaceous and
uppermost Permian-age strata, however, these features can
also be delineated using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture
Radar ground deformation grids (Staniewicz et al., 2020).

Seismicity: In addition to detecting and locating ambient
seismicity on a daily basis, recently the TexNet has conducted
an effort to relocate seismicity using GrowClust—a waveform-
based correlation method (Trugman and Shearer, 2017), as
part of its routine task. The relocation results have been regu-
larly published for better interpretation of seismogenic struc-
tures (e.g., TexNet High Resolution Catalog, 2022). The
GrowClust used the absolute earthquake locations from pub-
lished TexNet catalogs as initial locations, along with differen-
tial travel times and waveform cross-correlation values, to
simultaneously group and relocate events within similar event
clusters. As a result, the relocated earthquakes are distributed

in several parallel-trending linear clusters (Fig. 1b,d) and
appear to be striking in different directions across the GFZ;
they trend northwest–southeast south of the GFZ, whereas a
slight rotation from northwest–southeast to roughly N60°
W–S60°E has occurred in the north of the fault zone. In addi-
tion to the change of seismicity trending, the depth extent of
seismicity is also different across the GFZ; south of the GFZ,
the depth range broadly expands from MSL down to 7 km
depth and across the basin–basement interface (the insets
of Fig. 1b,d); north of the GFZ, seismicity is in a range of
4–11 km and with high concentration around 7 km depth.
A vast majority of them are located 3–3.5 km below the
basin–basement interface (inset 2 of Fig. 1d), which is most
likely to be related to the reactivation of preexisting BR faults.

Method of Regional Centroid Moment
Tensor Inversion
The Regional Centroid Moment Tensor Inversion (rCMT) algo-
rithm and data processing approach used in this study are based
on Huang, Roecker, et al. (2017) and Kao et al. (1998). We
employed a technique developed by Zhu and Rivera (2002) to
construct the Green’s function database, which takes the near-
field term into account and enables us to model small-sized seis-
mic events (e.g., M < 3). A layered 1D velocity model (Huang,
Aiken, et al., 2017; Savvaidis et al., 2019; Table S1, available in the
supplemental material to this article) is assumed in the Green’s
function computation. We computed the Green’s functions at a
sampling interval of 0.02 s, which theoretically sets the Nyquist
frequency to be 25 Hz, much higher than the passband we
actually used. After computing the Green’s functions, moment
tensor inversion is performed for each trial hypocenter, followed
by generating synthetic waveforms to assess the quality of the
moment tensor solution for each trial hypocenter. Our compari-
son used waveform cross correlation between the observed and
synthetic waveforms as a proxy to determine the source mecha-
nism. To avoid the possible cycle-skipping effect from waveform
cross correlation, only a small time shift (up to 5 s) is allowed to
pursue the minimum waveform misfit. For most cases, the mini-
mummisfit can be achieved by a time shift of less than 2–3 s. As
a result, the moment tensor that can minimize the average wave-
form misfit is considered to be the best-estimated source
mechanism.

To ensure reasonable waveform quality for rCMT analysis,
seismograms were selected based on visual inspection of wave-
form quality (e.g., clear presence of surface waves) and the well-
distributed azimuthal coverage of recordings on the focal sphere.
Various passbands of filters were used to remove background
noise, depending on the noise level present when the event
occurred. Although an overall lower passband of 0.01–0.1 Hz
is commonly used in rCMT analysis (e.g., Huang, Roecker, et al.
(2017); Kao et al., 1998), this lower passband filtering may have
introduced long-period noise for small-sized events (e.g., M < 3).
After several trial runs on a variety of passbands, we determined
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that an overall passband of 0.03–0.8 Hz was suitable. Specifically,
the passband can go lower for larger seismic events, whereas it
should be higher for smaller events. For example, a passband of
0.03–0.08 Hz was used for anMw 4.7 event (event 57 in Table S2;
Fig. S1), whereas we were able to use a passband of 0.2–0.5 Hz for
aMw 2.3 event (99 in Table S2; Fig. S2). To our best experience,
the choice of passband cannot be made exclusively by a simple
factor, that is, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). One can get the high-
est SNR using an overly narrow and higher passband that may
lead to a strong cycle-skipping effect for waveform cross corre-
lation.

Seismogenic patterns of the Delaware basin
As a result, we have determined 165 source mechanisms that
have moment magnitudes ranging from 1.8 to 4.7 (see Table
S2). Based on the spatial distribution of seismicity and source
mechanism patterns, we have identified seven major seismo-
genic zones (Fig. 2a–g).

Zone 1 (Fig. 2a): There are 64 source mechanisms with Mw

ranging from 2.1 to 4.0 included in this seismic zone, all located
below the basin–basement interface. Overall, the events within
this zone are determined as normal faulting and with most nodal
planes concentrated at N60°W–S60°E. The P axes are
commonly near vertical or having steep angles larger than 45°.
At the same time, T axes are horizontal or plunged at a
shallow angle (<30°) with an overall direction of either due
north–south or northeast–southwest. It is worth noting that
although the overall seismicity trend of zone 1 is running north-
west–southeast, seismicity can be further grouped into several
small subclusters. In each subcluster, the seismicity trend is
slightly deviated from the general seismicity trend of zone 1.

Zone 2 (Fig. 2b): We have determined 21 source mecha-
nisms in an Mw range of 2.3–4.7, including the largest event
(Mw 4.7, event 57 in Table S2) recorded by TexNet since 2017.
These events are located much deeper (depth > 6 km), and the
preferred nodal planes are striking nearly east–west. Slightly
different from that of zone 1, the faulting pattern demonstrates
a mix of normal and oblique normal faulting, which can be
attributed to five seemingly separated subclusters in zone 2.
Nonetheless, the normal component still predominates the
faulting process. The P-axes plunge at an angular range from
near vertical to 45° and are trending roughly N30°W–S30°E.
Meanwhile, T axes are near horizontal or plunged at a shallow
angle (<30°). However, they are scattered in a wide range,
which can be attributed to the different faulting types in the
five isolated subclusters.

Zone 3 (Fig. 2c): Of 25 source mechanisms withMw = 1.8–3.8
were determined for this zone. They are located across the basin–
basement interface and distributed in several isolated subclusters.
Although the rupture pattern slightly varies across each subclus-
ter, collectively, the normal-faulting component is still predomi-
nant. However, we have observed that the thrust component has
increased and is attributed to mostly the presence of vertical dip-

slip mechanisms in areas close to the Central Basin Platform
(events 5, 11–13, 16–17, 23, and 25). At the same time, both
P- and T-axes plunge at medium angles. As a result, these mech-
anisms have steeper nodal planes, while the preferred nodal
plane is striking roughly N50°W–S50°E.

Zone 4 (Fig. 2d): About 11 source mechanisms having
Mw 2.3–2.8 were determined in a depth range of 4–7.5 km
and distributed in several aligned linear subclusters. Given
the fact that the depth to the local basement top is around
5 km, they are crossing the basin–basement interface. The nor-
mal-faulting component along with a moderate amount of
thrust component dominates the rupture pattern. From
these mechanisms, P axes are near vertical or plunged at
moderate angles (>45°), while T-axes plunge more shal-
lowly (<30°).

Zone 5 (Fig. 2e): Eight source mechanisms havingMw 2.2–2.9
were determined, and they are distributed in several isolated
subclusters. The depth gradient of basin–basement interface is
much steeper locally; it is as shallow as 3.2 km in area around
event 48, and as deep as 5.5 km around events 88 and 112. The
normal-faulting component still dominates the rupture pattern,
whereas the involvement of thrust component has however
reduced. From these mechanisms, P axes are near vertical or
plunged at medium angles, whereas T axes commonly have a
shallow dipping angle (<30°).

Zone 6 (Fig. 2f): Of 28 source mechanisms withMw = 2.2–3.3
were determined for this zone, and they are distributed in sev-
eral aligned linear subclusters. As a result, although the ambi-
ent seismicity in this zone is distributed across the basin–
basement interface, the source mechanisms are concentrated
mainly at the bottom of the Delaware basin. The normal-fault-
ing component along with a fair amount of thrust component
dominates the rupture pattern. From these mechanisms, P axes
are near vertical or plunged at steep angles (>60°), whereas T
axes commonly have a shallow dipping angle (<30°).

Zone 7 (Fig. 2g): Eight source mechanisms having
Mw 2.1–3.0 were determined in several isolated subclusters.
Similar to the rupture pattern shown in zones 3, 4, and 6, the
normal-faulting component along with a fair amount of thrust
component dominates the rupture pattern. From these mech-
anisms, P axes are near vertical or plunged at steep angles
(>60°), whereas T axes commonly have a shallow dipping
angle (<30°).

In summary, the normal-faulting component is very pre-
dominant across our study area, and there is no fundamental
difference of rupture patterns between the basin domain and
the crystalline basement top. Nonetheless, we have observed
that the thrust component increased in the seismic zones south
of the GFZ and geographically close to the Central Basin
Platform, resulting in one steep nodal plane from source mech-
anisms in zones 6 and 7 (Figs. 3b,c, 4f,g). This observation is
consistent with the fault mapping results where an apparent
system of reverse faults is present (Fig. 1a).
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3D State of Stress
To assess the stress state across our study area, we employed the
Spatial and Temporal Stress Inversion algorithm (Hardebeck
and Michael, 2006), and used the source mechanisms obtained
from our rCMT analysis to invert for the regional stress field of
each seismogenic zone. Considering the tectonic significance of
the basin–basement interface, within each seismogenic zone, we
further separated the mechanisms into two groups of the basin
and the basement top. In addition, we followed the methods
developed by Lund and Townend (2007) to estimate SHmax from
the inverted stress tensors.

As in other geophysical inversion, a proper damper plays a
crucial role to stabilize the stress inversion. This parameter
can be determined by a trade-off curve between data misfit
and model variation. Here, we tested on a series of damping
parameters ranging from 0 to 10 at an increment of 0.001 to form
the trade-off curve (Fig. S4). Given the fact that the number of
available focal mechanisms is not evenly distributed across the

seismogenic zones (e.g., 64 focal mechanisms in zone 1 vs. eight
focal mechanisms in zone 7), which may lead to an unstable
inversion, we chose a number that is slightly higher than sug-
gested by the trade-off curve to suppress the freedom of model
variation and pursue a smoother stress model across the region.

Figure 2. Seismogenic patterns across seven seismogenic zones in
our study area. (a–g) The focal mechanism plots, statistics of
nodal planes (i.e., the rose diagrams), the ternary diagrams
(Frohlich and Apperson, 1992), and the projections of P and T
axes from all source mechanisms in each seismic zone combined.
The focal mechanism plots are color coded by events’ focal
depths, referring to the color table. Each focal mechanism plot is
annotated by the number corresponding to their order in Table
S2. The size of each focal mechanism plot is also scaled by their
Mw, see the size reference in each panel. Panel (h) illustrates the
boundaries of seismogenic zones. See Seismogenic patterns of
the delaware basin section for detailed interpretation. The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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After the stress inversion, following the procedure described by
Hardebeck and Michael (2006), we used the bootstrapping
approach to evaluate the uncertainty of inversion results.
During the trial process on the damping parameters, we have
also found that our approach did lead to a smoother model
and result in a smaller uncertainty at the best. On average,
the azimuthal uncertainty of stress axes is ±18° for S1, ±11°
for S2, and ±11° for S3, respectively. At the same time, the aver-
age uncertainty of stress axes’ plunge is ±3° for S1, ±4° for S2, and
±4° for S3, respectively.

Figure 4 shows that the inverted stress tensors remain a sim-
ilar fashion across the seismogenic zones, and with no funda-
mental discrepancy in both the basin and the basement top. In
the basin and the basement-top, respectively, we do not see a
strong geographic variation of the stress field either. In general,
they commonly have horizontal S2 and S3, and vertical S1,
indicative of an extensive extensional stress field that led to
normal faulting in the shallow crust. However, across the
basin–basement interface, the overall direction of S3 has
slightly changed from N45°E–S45°W in the basin domain to
a range of directions between N30°E–S30°W and N45°E–
S45°W in the basement top. As expected, SHmax follows the
same rotation pattern of stress field, in which the collective ori-
entation has slightly rotated from 135°–150° in the basin to
120°–135° in the basement top. Nevertheless, SHmax aligns with
the local seismicity trend in each seismogenic zone as expected.
All of which suggest that the vertical compressional stress
dominates the stress field and results in normal faulting.
However, the strike and dip angles of nodal planes are subject
to the geometry of preexisting structures.

Tectonic implication of the Culberson–Mentone
seismogenic zone and the role of the Grisham
fault
Among these seismogenic zones, seismicity in zones 1 and 2
combined (hereafter referred to as the Culberson–Mentone
seismogenic zone [CMSZ]) have recently drawn a particular

attention, notably because of the largest event (Mw 4.7) that
took place on 26 March 2020 (event 57 in Table S2).
Earthquakes in this area have concentrated in the crystalline
basement top and interpreted to have occurred along the
BR faults (Horne et al., 2021). Although the seismicity rate cur-
rently remains high in the CMSZ, it neither alone can exclu-
sively inform the expected earthquake magnitude in the future
nor directly translate to the seismic moment release rate. We
further combine the seismicity rate and seismic moment
release to discuss the magnitude–frequency distribution. We
first need to convert ML (hereafter referred to as ML�TexNet�;
Kavoura et al., 2020) to Mw for those events we were unable
to determine their Mw using rCMT analysis. For this purpose,
we established a magnitude scaling law by correlating the
obtained rCMT-based Mw with the corresponding ML�TexNet�
(Fig. 5a). Instead of the conventional least-squares linear
regression, we used orthogonal regression to reduce possible
bias due to outliers in the statistics (Shelly et al., 2022). As
a result, the scaling law can be defined as

Figure 3. Comparison in seismogenic patterns for areas in the
north and south of the GFZ. (a) The ternary diagram for seismic
zones in the north of the Grisham fault (zones 1 and 2 com-
bined), and the projection of P and T axes from source mech-
anisms in zones 1 and 2 combined. (b,c) Same diagrams for areas
in the south of the Grisham fault, following the same convention
shown in (a). They show that the number of oblique-normal
mechanisms is reduced from panels (a) to (c), whereas the
number of vertical dip-slip mechanisms is increased. Notably, in
panel (b), the distribution of the source mechanisms are a little bit
scattered, whereas, in panel (c) the source mechanisms are more
concentrated in areas close to the side of normal-faulting and
vertical dip-slip faulting. All of which suggest that the thrust
component has increased in areas south of the Grisham fault,
which might be associated with the presence of locally distrib-
uted thrust fault near the Central Basin platform, as suggested by
the fault mapping results (see also Fig. 1a). The color version of
this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df1;41;131Mw � 0:98 ×ML�TexNet� − 0:35; �1�

in which the correlation coefficient for the dataset is 0.94.
Based on equation (1), we thus estimated rCMT–Mw for
the rest of the earthquakes that have no Mw determined by
rCMT analysis. We then further converted their estimated

Figure 4. The 3D stress map and SHmax calculated for each seis-
mogenic zone for depth ranges in (a) the basin and (b) the
basement-top, respectively. See 3D State of stress section for
detailed interpretation. The color version of this figure is available
only in the electronic edition.
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Mw to seismic moment (M0) using the following equation
(Hanks and Kanamori, 1979):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df2;53;294Mw � 2
3
× log�M0� − 10:73; �2�

in which M0 is in dyn · cm.
Figure 5b demonstrates the relationship between cumula-

tive earthquake numbers (referred to as accumEqk; red line),
cumulative seismic moment release (noted as “accumM0”; blue
line), as well as the distribution ofMw for each individual event
(green diamonds). Results show that accumEqk and accumM0
curves do not have the same development pace, though they
commonly consist of several apparent cycles. The accumEqk
incrementally increased until mid-2018, and the moment mag-
nitudes are commonly less than 1.8. After mid-2018, the seis-
micity rate started to rise by adding more events having
Mw > 1:8, specifically a much higher rate between late 2018
and early 2019. From early 2019 to late 2020, seismicity contin-
ues at a steady rate, but the number of Mw > 3 events starts
to grow. After late 2020, seismicity has once again accelerated

Figure 5. (a) Correlation betweenML�TexNet� and regional Centroid
Moment Tensor (rCMT)-based Mw. The red line shows the best-
fitting results by orthogonal regression, and the gray line rep-
resents the presumed 1:1 ratio of ML�TexNet� to rCMT-based Mw.
(b) Time-lapse analysis on seismic moment release for the
Mentone–Culberson seismogenic zone. The purple lines marks
the time span for multiples of 500 events (e.g., 500, 1000, 1500,
etc.). Note that the dashed red line represents the cumulative
number of earthquakes that have Mw < Mc (1.55, see Fig. 5c).
Stars marked on the blue line represent the occurrence of
Mw > 3:5 events. On the plot of b-value variation, yellow lines
bound the uncertainty range. (c) Magnitude–frequency analysis
for the Mentone–Culberson seismogenic zone. With a suggested
optimal bin width of 0.1 (Marzocchi and Sandri, 2003), the Mc

was then chosen from the peak value of the Mw histogram. The
b-value was thus determined accordingly. Results show that
accumEqk and accumM0 curves do not have the same devel-
opment pace, and the b-value fluctuates over time. The statistic
deficit shown in panel (c) suggests a high probability for a
number of earthquakes with Mw 3.8–4.7 to occur in the future,
which is needed to fulfill the scaling law. See Tectonic implication
of the Culberson-Mentone seismogenic zone and the role of the
Grisham fault section for details. The color version of this figure is
available only in the electronic edition.
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by having more events in a wide magnitude range (e.g.,
Mw 0.5–4.0). On the other hand, accumM0 did not proportion-
ally add up until late 2019 whenMw > 3 earthquakes started to
take place. After late 2019, Mw > 3 earthquakes frequently
occurred in this area and led to the Mentone earthquake
sequence in March 2020 (around day 1200 in Fig. 5b). After this
sequence, seismicity has become more intense to this day.

As mentioned earlier, seismicity in the CMSZ involves reac-
tivation of BR faults to release tectonic strain. van der Elst et al.
(2016) have pointed out that induced seismicity hosted by tec-
tonic faults should follow the magnitude–frequency scaling law
(Gutenberg and Richter, 1944). The perturbation of pore fluid
pressure has a primary control on earthquake triggering,
whereas the seismic moment release is subject to only the
regional tectonics and the fault network that hosts earthquakes.
At the same time, other studies also suggested that b-value may
fluctuate over time and will gradually return to a level of b = 1
or its background level (Bachmann et al., 2012; Huang and
Beroza, 2015). To further assess the magnitude–frequency
distribution, we used the converted Mw to establish the
Gutenberg–Richter scaling law for the CMSZ. The temporal
variation of Mw and seismicity statistics have indicated that
b-value may not be a constant over time, which inspires us
to perform time-lapse analysis on b-value. Instead of grouping
earthquakes primarily by time, we are binning earthquakes by
the number at multiples of 500 (e.g., 500, 1000, 1500, etc.), in
which every group has a different time span (Fig. 5b). As
expected, the b-value indeed fluctuates because of the various
sizes and numbers of earthquakes over time: it is as high as 1.59
for the first 500 events and as low as 1.10 for 1500 events. We
also observe that, over time, b-values are elevated by the
increase of small-sized events and reduced by the addition
of large-sized events. Often, large-sized events occurred when
smaller events started to cease. They are therefore combined
together to make up several apparent seismogenic cycles.

As a result, we determined b-value = 1.23 ± 0.13 out of 5837
earthquakes between January 2017 and May 2022 for the CMSZ.
Notably, a statistic deficit of Mw 3.8–4.7 is existing in the mag-
nitude–frequency distribution (Fig. 5c). Earthquakes in this mag-
nitude range are needed to fulfill the scaling law, suggesting a
high probability that earthquakes within this Mw range are
expected to occur in order to reduce b-value to 1 or its back-
ground level.

Conclusion
Our study has shown a spatial variation of source mechanism
patterns and stress state across the Delaware Basin of Texas.
Although it basically presents extensional faulting in our study
area, we observed that the contractional component has
slightly increased in areas close to the Central Basin Platform.
We believe that localized thrust faults may play a role in the
increase of thrust component. At the same time, SHmax slightly
rotates across the basin–basement interface in each seismic

zone. In each seismic zone, SHmax generally aligns with the
local seismicity trend as expected. A vast majority of seismic
moment release can be attributed to the reactivation of BR tec-
tonic faults in the CMSZ. The magnitude–frequency analysis
for this seismic zone indicates that b-value fluctuates over time.
Given its tectonic nature, b-value will likely reduce toward b =
1 by having more larger earthquakes added into the statistics.
Specifically, a statistic deficit in the magnitude–frequency dis-
tribution implies a high possibility for future occurrence of
earthquakes withMw 3.8–4.7 to fulfill the scaling law. The seis-
mogenic pattern displayed in the CMSZ may reflect the reac-
tivation of BR contractile faults that are experiencing increased
perturbation from natural and anthropogenic causes.

Data and Resources
All seismic waveform data we used can be accessed through either the
Data Management Center (DMC) of the Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) or the Texas Seismological Network
(TexNet) webservices of the International Federation of Digital Seismic
Networks (FDSN; rtserve.beg.utexas.edu/fdsnws, last accessed June
2022). The supplemental material for this article includes four figures
and two tables, see the front page of the supplements for details.
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